Kitchen

Metrika’s Futuristic
Modular Kitchen Solutions
at Your Door Step

Stop visualizing as Metrika will virtually renovate your kitchen with remarkable details
You can now select a state-of-the-art kitchen from
the comfort of your own home. Metrika, a market
leader manufacturing modular kitchens for more
than a decade, now makes it possible for consumers to select the finest kitchen solutions from the
comfort of their living room.
Inspired by DIY and lucrative décor pictures from
internet we tend to create designs for our kitchen in
our head. Most of these look gorgeous in pictures
but flop when we try to materialize in real life. Now
the daunting and exhaustive process of navigating
the marketplace can be dodged as Metrika provides
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you an exciting technique for makeover, designs
and renovation at your doorstep.
This pioneering solution, other than offering the
obvious advantage of convenience, also allows
homeowners to envision their actual kitchen using
advanced virtual reality tools.
Metrika has dedicated visiting sales team who are
well equipped with virtual reality and other 3D
simulation tools to make a dream kitchen come true
right in front of you. They will also provide you with
a complete set of samples and catalogs to showcase
their large variety of products and choices.

Metrika understands that every corner of your
kitchen has its own individual needs and how
the layout of the kitchen has to blend seamlessly
within the available space in terms of use and
functionality.
With a keen focus on providing the most optimum
solution, layout and sightlines, the technical personnel at Metrika guarantee you have a perfectly
installed kitchen that will be a prized possession
for a long time to come.

and Metrika further plans to launch premium
“Opera” kitchens having collaborated with some
of the Italy’s finest furniture brands to bring world
class wardrobes and exceptional bedroom solutions. In the coming time, the brand soon plans
to launch 10 stores across PAN India with an aim
to delight its customers with finest quality home
decor accessories and products.n

Metrika has a showroom at Ahmedabad which
is spread over an area of 4000 sq ft. Located at
Prahladnagar, it is the biggest store in Ahmedabad
and displays entire collection of Italian kitchens,
wardrobes and bed sets that are functional, aesthetic and fully customizable.
On display are also kitchen appliances by leading global brands. A team of Italian designers are
working on the brands new product development
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